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No one has ever questioned the extraordinary quality of St. Augustine's mind. 
Some, however, consider that mind to have been stained by a pessimistic 
streak, especially with regard to sexuality; [1] and they feel that Augustine's 
subsequent influence—proportionate to the quality of his mind—has left the 
Church's thought burdened, right down to our days, with a negative and 
defective ethic on sexuality and marriage. 
 

This appreciation does justice neither to Augustine nor to the 
tradition of Catholic sexual morality. Augustine's outlook, like that of every 
man, was marked by the experiences of his past. But the Manicheism of his 
early days remained for him a darkness from which he had emerged, and not a 
source of recurrent pessimism. [2]  Once he began to walk in the light of the 
faith, his vision of sexuality and marriage became more and more sharpened 
and refined by his efforts, in controversy, to keep a Catholic balance between 
the extremes of Manicheism, on the one hand, and Pelagianism, on the other. 

The Manichean attack on procreative marriage 

With regard to marriage, a first accusation against Augustine is that 
he sees only its procreative dimension, to the exclusion of its other aspects. 
Now it is certainly true that marriage for Augustine is primarily a procreative 
society. One understands this emphasis better, if one remembers the incredibly 
insane Manichean tenets he had to combat. Since the body, in the dualist view 
of the Manicheans, is the work of the devil, the propagation of the body is evil; 
and marriage, considered as the institutional means of procreation, is also evil. 
At the same time, sexual activity, so long as conception is avoided, is of little 
importance, [3] since it affects the body alone and not the spirit. 

 
To the Manichean argument that marriage is bad because procreation 

is bad, Augustine offers the counter-thesis that it is precisely the goodness of 
procreation which makes marriage good. [4]  This explains in large part his 
insistence on the generative purpose of sex. [5] 
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Now, while Augustine's defence of marriage centred on its 

procreative finality, it is inexact to suggest that he had (to use the modern 
expression) no "personalist" understanding of the conjugal relationship. In his 
treatise on Continence, he strongly defends the goodness of sexual difference 
and of the union of husband and wife. [6]  Of particular importance is his work 
De bono coniugali, written to refute the accusation of Manicheism made by 
Jovinianus against the Catholics. 

 
 In the opening chapter, Augustine clearly sets forth the broad human 

foundation on which he grounds the goodness of marriage: man's sociable 
nature and the natural value that man finds in friendship. It is only after laying 
down that human sociability finds its first natural expression precisely in 
marital society, that he goes on to indicate what it is that distinguishes the 
married relationship: i.e., the fact that it involves a man and a woman not in any 
mere ordinary friendship, but in a procreative society. [7] 

 
 

Elsewhere in the same work, within the dominant concept that 
marriage is meant for procreation, we find further clear notes of what may be 
termed conjugal personalism. Augustine argues explicitly that there are other 
ends to marriage, besides procreation, which also make it good. Observing that 
"it is proper to inquire for what reason marriage be good," he goes on, "And 
this seems to me not merely to be on account of the begetting of children, but 
also on account of the natural association between the two sexes," [8]  whose 
mutual faith he describes as "the first fellowship of humankind in this mortal 
state." [9] 

 
  He insists on the value of love between husband and wife, and 

how the ordo caritatis unites those whom age or misfortune may have deprived 
of children: "Now in good although aged marriage, even if the vigour of youth 
between man and woman has faded, the order of charity between husband and 
wife remains in its fullness." [10] 

 
  He presents fidelity as an exchange of mutual respect and service, 

[11] and insists too that "the bodies of the married too are holy, when they keep 
faith to one another and to God." [12] And in his later work on widowhood, he 
writes: "The good of marriage is always a good indeed. In the people of God it 
was at one time an act of obedience to the law; now it is a remedy for 
weakness, and for some solace of human nature.”[13] 
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The “bona” of matrimony 
 
As can be seen from these passages, Augustine is conscious not only 

of the procreative ordering of marriage, but also of its unitive value. Now, to 
my way of thinking, Augustine's doctrine of the triple bona of marriage—
proles, fides, sacramentum [14]  — should be read not merely in an institutional 
context (as is normally done), but also precisely in personalist terms. The 
penetrating analysis of the three-fold matrimonial bona has never lost relevance 
over 1500 years. [15] 

 It is not Augustine's fault if the bona have subsequently been 
inserted into (and appropriated by) a rather narrow canonical and institutional 
understanding of matrimony, which laid special emphasis on the aspect of 
obligation involved in each bonum and concerned itself mainly with the 
juridical consequences of their exclusion. I think it is beyond question that this 
dwelling on the obligatoriness of the bona has tended to obscure their actual 
goodness. Now Augustine did not present the bona mainly as obligations, but 
as values, as blessings. 

 "Let these nuptial blessings be the objects of our love: offspring, 
fidelity, the unbreakable bond. . . . Let these nuptial blessings be praised in 
marriage by him who wishes to extol the nuptial institution." [16] For him, each 
of the essential properties of the conjugal society—its exclusiveness, its 
permanence, its procreativity—is a good thing that gives dignity to matrimony 
and shows its deep correspondence the innate aspirations of human nature, 
which can therefore take glory in this goodness: “This is the goodness of 
marriage, from which it takes its glory: offspring, chaste fidelity, unbreakable 
bond." [17] 
 

The good or value of fidelity is surely clear. "You  are unique to me” 
Is the first truly personalized affirmation of conjugal love; and echoes the 
words God Addresses to each one of us in Isaiah: “Meus es tu” — “You are 
mine.” [18] The value of a bond of love that is permanent should also be clear: 
the goodness of knowing that one is entering a stable home or haven, that one's 
“belonging” to another— and that other's belonging to one—is for always. 
People want that, and while they know that it will require sacrifices, it is 
natural to sense that the sacrifices are worth it. "It is natural for the human 
heart to accept demands, even difficult ones, in the name of love for an ideal, 
and above all in the name of love for a person." [19] There is also a natural 
value, a truly personalist good, in a union that by its fruitfulness fulfils man's 
normal longing for self-perpetuation and for the perpetuation, in offspring, of 
conjugal love. [20] 
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In this sense one can claim that Augustine's doctrine of the triple 
bona is personalist. If we have largely lost that positive vision of these basic 
values of marriage, if we too easily tend to think of the burden, and not of the 
goodness and attractiveness, of an exclusive life-long, fruitful union between 
man and woman, then it is perhaps we, and not St. Augustine, who could be 
charged with pessimism. [21] 
 

 
The Pelagian exaltation of sex 

 
Augustine's writings on sex and marriage aimed to combat not only 

the negative views of the Manicheans, but also the over-optimistic views of the 
Pelagians. With regard to his anti-Pelagian works, it is also important to bear in 
mind the nature and terms of the debate in which he sought to defend a 
Christian understanding of sexual morality against a naturalistic exaltation of 
sex. 

In his controversy with the Pelagians, the main point that is of 
interest here is the nature of concupiscence. The Pelagians maintained that 
concupiscence is a natural good, [22] and is evil only in its excesses. [23] 
Augustine holds that it is in itself a disease or disorder, [24] which accompanies 
man as a consequence of original sin. 

 
The present imperfections of man are seen by Augustine in the light 

of the perfection of man's first creation, and of his eternal destiny. The 
concupiscence of the flesh is but one aspect of that broader concupiscence—an 
unwanted law everting man's values—that Augustine, like men before and after 
him, experienced. In his teaching on concupiscence, St. Augustine was of 
course following in the footsteps of St. Paul, who so bitterly complained to the 
Romans about the sin-engendered concupiscence which held him captive, and 
who so forcefully expressed his longings to be freed from the law of sin that 
dwelt in his members. [25] 

 
Augustine's attitude towards the body has nothing Manichean to it; 

but he feels how "our body weighs heavily on our soul," [26] and, again like 
Paul, he looks for deliverance. He particularly senses that sexual nature is out 
of harmony with its original plan, and he longs for that situation of Paradise 
where sexual desire and activity would not have been subject to libido, [27] and 
where it would have been possible to engage in marital relations without having 
instinct tending to dominate over mind and will and love. 
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Like Paul, Augustine was not a man for understatement, and it is 
easy to take some of his affirmations about concupiscence out of context. The 
Pelagian bishop Julian of Eclanum did exactly this: and we can be grateful to 
him, for the result was Augustine's De nuptiis et concupiscentiis, which 
clarifies many finer points of his thought and enables us to grasp it in precision. 

 

Augustine and sexual pleasure 
Julian had twisted Augustine's strictures on concupiscence, as 

though they implied a negative judgment on the attraction between the sexes, or 
on sexual pleasure in marital relations. Augustine vigorously denies Julian's 
charges that he had ever condemned sexual differences or union or fruitfulness: 
"He asks us whether it is the difference in the sexes which we ascribe to the 
devil, or their union, or their very fruitfulness. We answer, then, nothing of 
these qualities, inasmuch as sexual differentiation pertains to the bodies of the 
parents, while the union of the two pertains to the procreation of children, and 
their fruitfulness to the blessing pronounced on the marriage institution. But all 
these things are of God. . . . "[28] 

 
And in a later passage he reiterates that he has nothing to object to 

Julian's praise (by which he seeks to lead the thoughtless astray) "of the works 
of God; that is, his praising of human nature, of human seed, of marriage, of 
sexual intercourse, of the fruits of matrimony: which are all of them good 
things." [29] When Augustine condemns concupiscence, therefore, he con-
demns none of these divinely-given values of sexual nature. Now a further 
point is to be noticed. Augustine makes it clear that what he regards as the 
disorder of concupiscence is not synonymous with sexual pleasure either. 

 
This point needs to be specially stressed since, given the vigor with 

which Augustine criticizes the yielding to concupiscence, a superficial reader 
might easily be led to conclude that he is criticizing the actual seeking of 
pleasure itself in marital intercourse. A proper reading shows that this is not so. 
 

Already in De bono coniugali, in a passage where he compares 
nourishment and generation, he had insisted that sexual pleasure, sought 
temperately and rationally, is not and cannot be termed concupiscence. [30] 
Elsewhere he contrasts the lawful pleasure of the conjugal embrace with the 
unlawful pleasure of fornication. [31] 
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     In his debate with Julian, he makes it clear that it is not pleasure 
which he criticizes: “because pleasure can also be honourable”; [32]  and he is 
content that Julian admits that pleasure can be both licit and illicit. [33]  One 
specially interesting passage shows the methodical way in which he deals with 
his adversary, declining to let him score debating points by reading ideas into 
Augustine’s writings which he has not put there, or by accusing him of things 
he has not said. He will go along with Julian when the latter lists the God-made 
and therefore praiseworthy aspects of the sexual relationship; but he will not let 
himself be drawn further. 

 
 When Julian affirms (as if Augustine had denied) that marital 

intercourse, with its intimacy, with its pleasure, with its semination, are from 
God and therefore in their own way to be praised, Augustine rapidly ticks off 
these "non-arguments"—Dixit "cum calore"; dixit "cum voluptate"; dixit "cum 
semine"—which are irrelevant to their debate, since Augustine is in full 
agreement that these are good things given by God. But, he goes on, Julian, 
who says of all of this (making points which I have never called into question), 
does not mention precisely what I say is bad in intercourse: carnal concupi-
scence or libido. [34]   

 
Before looking more closely at what Augustine means by carnal 

concupiscence, it is worth summing up what we have so far established. The 
essential goods of marriage—offspring, fidelity, the unbreakable bond—are 
vigorously defended and praised by Augustine, who presents them as the 
laudable blessings of the married state. He also proposes the goodness of sexual 
differences, and of the intimacy and pleasure of marital intercourse: all of these 
given by God. The disorder that he draws attention to resides in our sense 
appetite (which, once again, is good in itself), [35]  and that disorder makes 
itself particularly felt in the area of sexuality. His reserve, then, is not about the 
goodness of marriage, but about the force and effect of libido or the 
concupiscentia carnis which, he says, "is not a good that proceeds from the 
essence of marriage, but an evil which is the accident of original sin." [36] 
 
 

Concupiscence in marriage 

What then, for Augustine, is carnal concupiscence, if it is not the 
pleasure of sexual intercourse? [37]  It is that "disobedience of the flesh" as a 
result of which the human will "has lost all proper command for itself over its 
own members";[38]  "that carnal appetite which impels man to seek feelings 
because of the pleasure they give, whether the spirit opposes or consents to 
this." [39]  
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 It is that disordered aspect of sexual desire which breaks away from 
man's will and from the rational ordering of the sex appetite; which so often 
makes him experience sexual desire when satisfaction of that desire is either 
impossible or illicit; which blurs his moral sense, inspiring that his mind 
reproves: actions that  are to be judged "non concupiscendo, sed intelligendo. 
[40]  In  a word, concupiscence is the compelling tendency to seek pleasure 
independently of reason or will. [41] 

 
One would expect few to quarrel with Augustine if he had 

illustrated the presence of concupiscence or lust by simply pointing to such 
phenomena as fornication or adultery. But we cannot and should not want to 
pass over the fact that he speaks of concupiscence within marriage itself, in the 
exercise of conjugal relations. One of his frequently repeated ideas is that even 
in the lawful use of marriage there is an evil present, an evil which chaste 
spouses use well. [42] For some people this idea alone is enough to justify the 
charge against Augustine of a negative and Manichean approach to sex. Yet I 
think that his position can be shown not only to be truly Christian, but to 
contain deep insights for the guidance of both the married and the single. 

 
Part of Augustine's argument is that no one is ashamed of what is 

totally good, [43] and he uses this point to show that some element of disorder 
accompanies the marriage act. He argues that, even though people think it 
fitting to perform their upright actions in the broad light of day, this is not so 
with the conjugal act, which—although upright—spouses would be ashamed to 
perform in public: "Why so, if not because that which is by nature fitting and 
decent, is so done as to be accompanied with a shame-begetting penalty of 
sin?" [44] 

Why is it that normal married couples, who are not ashamed to give 
public expression to their mutual affection by means of a glance or a smile, 
would nevertheless be embarrassed to perform the marital act before others, 
even (it is once again Augustine's example) before their own children? 

 
The explanation no doubt lies partly in the imperious nature of the 

sexual urge as a result of which an ambivalent element easily enters even into 
marital sexuality. [45]  The ambiguity appears in the very marriage act itself: 
what should be wholly an act of love may be merely an act of selfishness; what 
should be the greatest physical expression of self-giving and dedication to 
another—filled therefore with gentleness and consideration—can be reduced to 
an essentially selfish act, intent on satisfying a powerful urge to mere physical 
self-gratification. 
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Spouses who sincerely love each other are readily aware of this 

element in their relationship which requires purification. They sense the need to 
temper or restrain the force drawing them together, in such a way that they can 
be united in an act of true mutual giving, and not one of mere simultaneous 
taking. Their intimacy is therefore not something to which they can too lightly 
abandon themselves, for they are put to the test in it, at least before each other's 
eyes. It is only natural that they do not want that test to be subject to the 
scrutiny of others. 

 
A further point is that the sexual urge, besides being imperious, tends 

to be indiscriminate; it easily disconnects itself from love and draws a person in 
a direction that love cannot or ought not to go. Such is the case, for instance, of 
the single person who feels a powerful attraction towards the husband or wife 
of a friend. The fact of marrying does not necessarily eliminate these 
difficulties. A married person too can be suddenly beset by an unwanted and 
perhaps apparently uncontrollable sexual desire for a third person. Within 
married life itself, as between husband and wife, desire: may come at a moment 
when it cannot be lovingly satisfied, or go in a direction which may not be 
properly followed. 

 
 The husband who cares for his wife will at times find himself in the 

throes of this conflict. He realizes perhaps that his wife does not want inter-
course, and yet he does: or, more accurately, his instinct does. He would wish 
to have his sexual nature readily obedient to the call of his will, to the control of 
reason; yet finds that his instinct does not easily obey. He has to master it. This 
difficulty which he experiences, this "struggle between will and libido,"[46] 
this threatening presence, also within marriage, of sexual selfishness, 
constitutes the evil of concupiscence which, according to Augustine, married 
people must learn to use well. 

 

Conjugal chastity 

This disorder of concupiscence, which in our present state 
accompanies the goodness of marriage, is redeemed by the virtue of chastity. 
Here Augustine's thought can be condensed in a single phrase, where he 
distinguishes "the goodness of marriage from the evil of carnal concupiscence, 
which is well used by conjugal chastity." [47] 
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What Augustine means by married chastity emerges from his 

comments on the Genesis account of Adam and Eve's behaviour before and 
after the Fall. Before the Fall, they were naked and yet felt no shame (Gen. 
2:25): "not because they could not see, but because they felt nothing in their 
members to make them ashamed of what they saw." [48]  In that state of 
integrated nature, Adam and Eve sensed nothing disordered—no element of 
selfishness—in the conjugal attraction between them. Not mere instinct, but 
their mind and will, would have determined the occasions of having marital 
relations, which would have corresponded fully and effortlessly to their own 
sense of mutual donation in the exercise of their generative power. "If there 
had been no sin, man would have beer, begotten by means of the organs of 
generation, not less obedient than his other members to a quiet and normal 
will." [49] 

Augustine dwells on our first parents' reaction when, after sinning, 
they discovered that sexual desire seemed to have broken loose from 
conjugality: a sense of shame made them cover their members, and they clothed 
themselves. It is important to bear in mind that this shame was just between the 
two of them: who, after all, were husband and wife, and were alone. It was 
precisely into their mutual relationship that shame had entered. They were not 
ashamed to be husband and wife, nor to express their conjugal affection; but 
they were ashamed at a new element that threatened the purity which they had 
experienced in their original relationship. 

 
 
Here we see both the effect of concupiscence and the natural reaction 

to it. Its effect is to make man and woman become too immediately absorbed 
with the exterior physical aspects and attraction of sex, preventing them from 
reaching, "seeing," and understanding the inner meaning and real substance and 
value of sexual differences and complementarity. Our first parents had that 
deeper and fuller vision in their state of original creation, and so could look 
with undisturbed joy on one another's nakedness without having sexual 
attraction or sexual understanding—sexual enrichment—perturbed by an 
excessive corporal impact. The covering of their nakedness, after the Fall, was 
a natural reaction designed to defend the clarity of their vision, their ability to 
see each other's sexuality in its full "spousal" meaning and not to run the risk of 
being blinded by its physical aspect alone. [50] 
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In the reaction of Adam and Eve we see the pudicitia coniugalis: a 

certain modesty or reserve as between husband and wife born of their vigilance 
at what each senses is a tendency not to honor the mystery of their reciprocal 
sexuality, and not to act according to the laws which their mind discovers in it: 
a tendency which is a temptation to use, and not to respect, the other. Adam and 
Eve give a first example of married chastity, taking precautions so as to 
preserve their mutual love from the selfishness of that urge "which is not 
readily obedient to the will of even chaste-minded husbands and wives."[51] 

 
The action of Adam and Eve exemplifies that sense of shame which, 

given the present state of our nature, is now natural to all men and women. [52] 
Their action also points up a clear lesson: if married people do not observe a 
certain modesty or restraint in their conjugal relations, this can undermine the 
mutual respect that should characterize their love, as well as the true freedom 
with which their reciprocal spousal donation should be made. [53] 

 

Catholic tradition and the wrong use of the body 
As is logical, it is not only in married life that chastity has its 

applications. Perhaps the closest parallel to the experience of Adam and Eve is 
that of the teenage boy and girl in whom an initial attraction of idealistic love 
suddenly becomes aware of the disturbing element of the flesh. They should re-
alize that this new attraction between them is also natural, while at the same 
time recognizing that not everything about it is good. Just as, at a later stage, 
the young man and woman preparing to marry can be convinced that not 
everything is good in the instinct drawing them so powerfully to one another; 
and can remain so convinced even when they recognize the goodness of the 
union to which it draws them. It is not bad to be drawn to that union; yet it is 
not good to be drawn to it against one's better judgment. 

So much modern "sex education" is in effect trying to instil into 
young people's minds the idea that there is no such thing as a good or bad use 
of sexuality: that all use of the body is in fact indifferent. Augustine, along 
with the whole Catholic tradition of moral teaching, insists that it is precisely 
because the body is good that it can be used wrongly.  So in a characteristic 
passage, he contrasts the virtuous use of the evil of 'libido' (i.e., the ordered use 
of sexuality despite the disorder of concupiscence) by married people, and the 
sinful misuse of the good of the body by the unchaste.[54] 
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 Concupiscence constantly threatens to dominate both the married 
and the single; it has, as Augustine says, "to be mastered by the chaste," [55]  
and chastity, further, is a gift of God. [56] 

 
Continuous pressure is being exercised on young people today to 

behave as if it were immodesty, and not modesty, which is natural; as if a man 
or a woman, a boy or a girl, felt no natural reproach—from within—at certain 
ways of talking or dressing or acting; as if passion were never selfish and 
grasping and in need of being so judged and resisted. All of this can lead, 
through a progressive dulling of the moral sense, to the unnatural and inhuman 
situation where the atmosphere reigning between the sexes becomes one of 
suspicion, distrust, or fear, and where lack of respect acts as a powerful 
inhibitory factor on the effective growth and maturing of love. 

 
 

In this context, it should be emphasized that awareness of the 
presence of a selfish element in the realm of sexuality is not the result of formal 
religious training. On the contrary, it is natural to each person to be aware of 
this problem, [57] lust as it is natural for each one to be aware of that something 
wrong with his or her nature which Christians have traditionally called original 
sin, and which prompts "desires against which the faithful also have to battle." 
[58] The Church does not accept that it is being pessimistic in urging people to 
fight against the bad tendencies  of fallen nature. This is realism not pessimism. 
To say we cannot win in the fight would be pessimism; we can win—with 
Christ, [59] not without him.  But to say that there is no fight to be fought, is a 
form of Pelagianism. 

 
The faithful readily enough recognize the truths behind the Church's 

teaching; and while they may well wish that there were no need to struggle, 
[60]  they welcome positive guidance about the nature of the war which all of 
us must wage, and about the spiritual means offered to us (prayer and the 
sacraments, above all) so as not to be defeated in the struggle, or so as to 
remedy the defeats that may come and so ensure eventual victory. 

Truth in sexual knowledge 

Space does not permit more than a brief reference to a question that 
occupied St. Augustine (although from quite a different point of view to the 
one outlined here): why Adam and Eve did not (as it seems) have intercourse 
in Paradise. [61] It was after the Fall that they, to use the biblical term, knew 
each other. [62] 
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 I feel that the expressiveness of the biblical term warrants a 
reading with rich pastoral and spiritual overtones. 

 
Canon law puts personal consent at the heart of the constitution of 

the matrimonial covenant, and insists that no human power can replace this 
consent (c.1057, § 2). It does not seem necessary to suppose that divine 
power—God's will—replaced the human consent of Adam and Eve. One can 
surely say rather that they—knowing they had been created by God to be 
husband and wife—joyfully accepted and ratified this divine choice. If they 
did not have intercourse in Paradise, however, this was no doubt because they 
were not yet "ready for it"; they were still, we might say, in the period of 
courtship, in the process of getting to know each other spousally; and the act 
of intercourse—as involving the fullness of spousal donation, self-revelation, 
and knowledge—would, at that stage, not yet have made sense.[63] 

 
It is the tendency towards sexual union when this "does not make 

sense" that is the practical expression of carnal concupiscence, present in both 
the single and the married. Intercourse for those not joined in marriage makes 
no sense: they cannot share the spousal knowledge of each other implied in 
intercourse, which thus becomes a non-sensical act. For husband and wife, 
intercourse makes sense; but it only makes full sense if the act implies a 
ratification of the procreative orientation of the married relationship. That is 
why contraceptive marital intercourse again makes no sense; it "contradicts the 
truth of conjugal love,"[64] and is therefore a sign of the domination of carnal 
concupiscence. And that is further why intercourse restricted to the unfertile 
periods without due reason, makes little sense; whereas restriction to those 
periods, with sufficient reason, makes sense, and shows the full dominion of 
reason over instinct. 

The imperfection of non-procreative marital intercourse 
 

What should we think of Augustine's frequently expressed opinion 
that married intercourse is justified only if it is intended to be procreative, and 
has an element of imperfection or venial fault, if carried out solely for pleasure? 
[65] Augustine was basing himself on 1 Corinthians 7:5-7, where St. Paul, 
advising spouses not to abstain too long from intercourse, adds that he says this 
"secundum veniam" (The Vulgate says "secundum indulgentiam"). Since Paul 
is evidently speaking of what can be allowed to married couples, one can 
certainly quarrel with Augustine's exegesis that he is imputing a sin to them. 
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 It seems to me that, as between Paul and Augustine, the difference 
of emphasis but also the close connection in their thought, is shown in the 
proposition that for spouses to seek intercourse—consciously disconnected 
from its procreative finality—is excusable self-seeking (Paul), but is still self-
seeking (Augustine), and in this latter sense a venial fault. [66]  

No doubt it is hard nowadays to subscribe to such a view, which 
seems to pass over the humanitatis solatium aspect of marriage. Some would 
reject it out of hand as ignoring the unitive power and function which marital 
intercourse has, in itself. This latter point merits some consideration. 

Augustine, if he were alive today (and Thomas Aquinas with him), 
might draw our attention to the essential teaching of Humanae Vitae—that the 
unitive and the procreative aspects of the marriage act are inseparable—and ask 
us to ponder whether one can actually say that intercourse has a unitive 
meaning, "in itself," without reference, that is, to its procreative function. [67] If 
Humane Vitae tells us that the two meanings of the act are inseparable, does it 
not follow that the exclusion of the procreative meaning—even on the merely 
intentional level—frustrates the act's unique power to express and effect union? 
The human meaning of "You are my spouse" is, "You are unique to me; and the 
proof of your uniqueness is that with you, and with you alone, I am prepared to 
share my procreative power." The unitive function and meaning of conjugal 
intercourse consist precisely in this sharing of reciprocal procreativity; one can 
find nothing else in it that makes it truly expressive of the uniqueness of the 
conjugal relationship. [68] 

If spouses are not consciously seeking the unitive experience of 
sharing their complementary procreativity, what else is it but pleasure 
(divorced from meaning) that they are seeking? Be it noted: I do not say they 
do wrong in seeking this pleasure; all I suggest is that the mutual sharing of 
pleasure alone is a very imperfect (and non-conjugal) substitute for the truly 
unitive experience involved in intercourse open to life. 

 
Married chastity is necessarily based on understanding and 

respecting the procreative orientation of the conjugal act. Augustine points out 
how concupiscence is moderated by "parental affection": and says that "a 
certain gravity or depth of meaning is given to the intense pleasure of 
intercourse when husband and wife reflect that their union tends to make them 
father and mother." [69] Once again we see that he has nothing to say against 
pleasure, but insists on the need to reflect on the meaning lying behind an act 
as pleasurable as intercourse. [70] 
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St. Augustine's insistence that marital sex is truly rational only if it 

is open to procreation may seem, at first sight, to have neglected the personalist 
value of sexuality. A closer analysis, however, should lead us to ask whether 
there is any true personalism that is anti-procreative; i.e., whether sex de-
liberately separated from its procreative orientation has rational and personalist 
conjugal meaning. 

 
While we are of course free to disagree with Augustine or Aquinas, 

it could well be asked if there is not a tendency today to leave married people 
with the impression that nothing in their mutual physical relationship calls for 
restraint, that their mutual love is in no way endangered by the element of 
selfishness operative in sexuality. Proper guidance for the married should 
surely help them to distinguish that element of self-seeking which can be 
present in their intimate relations, and which tends to be more present the more 
the conjugal act itself is intentionally severed from its procreative orientation. 
In Augustine's teaching, conjugal chastity keeps spouses on the right side of the 
limes mali,[71]  the boundary of evil, beyond which lies the area of moral fault. 

I have argued elsewhere [72]  that it seems inadequate to wish to 
explain the pleasure of conjugal intercourse exclusively in terms of its 
procreative purpose. The abundance of pleasure in this act is surely also meant 
to correspond to the joyous sense of mutual spousal surrender and possession. 
It is part of my argument, however, that these personalist values to be naturally 
found in the marriage act are destroyed if one deliberately denaturalises the act 
by contraception. If spouses allow pleasure to matter too much to them, they 
are in danger of taking rather than of giving, and of so losing the sense of 
mutual donation. Conjugal chastity will help them keep the truly personalist 
values paramount in their minds: i.e., the reaffirmation, by means of 
intercourse, of their spousal relationship, shown in the sharing of open-to-life 
procreativity. These higher motives express and preserve their good will. And 
then, as Augustine says, the good will of the spouses leads and ennobles the 
ensuing pleasure (which is had and enjoyed), but their good will is not led and 
dominated by that pleasure. [73] 

        Neo-dualism? 
It may well be that earlier in the twentieth century Christians needed 

to shake off a certain Puritanism in sexual matters, although it should be said 
that this was a particularly Protestant problem. In any case, it is scarcely the 
problem facing us today. 
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 In this context, it is interesting to recall how Augustine had first to 
defend marriage and sexuality against the Manichean tendency to treat them 
with contempt or hatred, and later had to continue to defend them against the 
Pelagian tendency to treat them as if there were nothing delicate or 
problematic about them. 

Insofar as Puritanism or Jansenism contained some semi-Manichean 
elements, we have moved away from them. Augustine's firmly held, middle-of-
the-road position [74] can warn us of the dangers coming from a neo-
Pelagianism, with its false suggestion that nothing is wrong with sex, that there 
is nothing needing control in sex. 

 
Augustine no doubt realized something that we could well ponder. The position 
which denies there is any difficulty to sex, can end by denying there is any 
goodness to it. If Pelagianism (or neo-Pelagianism) will not face up to the 
selfish potential of the sexual instinct, then, despite its apparent exaltation of 
sexuality, it can in the end provoke a near-Manichean reaction, which 
trivializes sex. In the current devalutaion of marriage and procreation, one can 
read signs of this. Sexuality, deprived of mystery and of meaning, of 
importance and of difficulty, is being separated both from the order of reality 
and from that of grace. It is being presented more and more in a depersonalized 
and basically dehumanized light, as a mere corporal or physiological activity, 
which man can engage in without involving his spirit. The dualism of this view 
is profoundly anti-human and anti-christian.  
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